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A basic tenet of material science is that the flow stress of a metal increases as its grain size
decreases, an effect described by the Hall-Petch relation. This relation is used extensively in material
design to optimize the hardness, durability, survivability and ductility of structural metals. This
Letter reports experimental results in a new regime of high pressures and strain rates that challenge
this basic tenet of mechanical metallurgy. We report measurements of the plastic flow of the model
body-centered-cubic metal tantalum made under conditions of high pressure (>100 GPa) and strain
rate (∼ 107 s−1) achieved using the Omega laser. Under these unique plastic deformation (“flow”)
conditions, the effect of grain size is found to be negligible for the grains > 0.25 µm sizes. A
multiscale model of the plastic flow suggests that pressure and strain rate hardening dominate
over the grain size effects. Theoretical estimates, based on grain compatibility and geometrically
necessary dislocations, corroborate this conclusion.

PACS numbers: 62.20.F-, 62.50.-p, 68.35.Gy

The properties of small-grain metals are of key interest
in material science [1, 2], biomaterial research [3], impact
engineering [4], and space hardware designs for surviv-
ing the steady bombardment of hypervelocity interplan-
etary dust particles and radiation [5]. The effect of grain
size on plasticity and material flow properties has been
studied extensively; smaller grained materials are gener-
ally found to be stronger, at least under pressures (<10
GPa) and strain rates (<103 s−1) [6] achievable in the
laboratory using conventional techniques. An interest-
ing open question is whether this observation, called the
Hall-Petch effect, applies in high pressure (>100 GPa)
and/or high strain rate (∼ 107 s−1) phenomena [7, 8]
such as in exoplanet formation dynamics and internal
structure evolution, meteor, asteroid [9], or planetesimal
impacts [10] and inertial confinement fusion implosions
[11, 12]. Under these extreme conditions, material prop-
erties and plastic flow dynamics can be significantly dif-
ferent and difficult to predict. Theoretical uncertainties
are very large, and relevant experimental data scarce to

nonexistent. It was recently realized for high pressure,
high strain rate conditions, that the macroscopic plas-
tic flow stress of a material can be expressed explicitly in
terms of phenomena coupled across a wide range of phys-
ical scales, including the quantum-based atomic interac-
tions, the crystal lattice structure, dislocation mobilities
on the nanoscale, and the character of the dislocation net-
work at the mesoscale. Multiscale plasticity simulations
incorporating these multiple length scales have been de-
veloped [13, 14], and differ significantly from simulations
utilizing conventional models of flow stress [8], when the
flow occurs at extreme pressures and strain rates. These
new theoretical results offer the potential to tie the ex-
perimental observables directly to fundamental proper-
ties of the crystal and its lattice dynamics, and need to
be experimentally tested and verified.

Measuring plastic deformation under dynamic load-
ing conditions is very challenging. Diamond anvil cells
(DAC) [15] attain high pressures (100-200 GPa) but at
low strain rates. Gas guns, split Hopkinson bars, and
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Z-pinch techniques [16] achieve higher rates, but at mod-
erate pressures. The shock induced by irradiating a sam-
ple with a high-energy laser pulse can rapidly drive the
sample to very high pressures but melts or vaporizes the
sample in the process, destroying its crystalline struc-
ture. Recently, an elegant ramp compression technique
has been developed [17, 18] that uses laser-generated
plasma flows, instead of direct laser irradiation, to ramp-
compress the samples to pressures of several hundred
GPa without melting (See Figures 1 and 2). We use
this platform here to experimentally examine the hihg
pressure and high strain rate limit of the Hall-Petch law
[19] and other models of flow stress and plasticity over a
wide range of grain size, D.

The Hall-Petch law states that the yield stress or flow
stress (i.e. resistance to plastic deformation) of a material
varies with its grain size according to σ ∼ σ0 + kD−1/2 ,
where σ is the flow stress, D is the average grain diame-
ter, and σ0 and k are material-dependent constants [19].
The inverse square root variation of flow stress with grain
size has been experimentally observed in many materi-
als at lower pressures and strain rates, but never tested
at high pressures and strain rates. Analytic constitu-
tive models of flow stress, such as the Zerilli-Armstrong
model, account for the grain size dependence by adding
a kD−1/2 term to the flow stress equation [20]. Molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations of nano-crystalline fcc
copper have been done with grain sizes up to tens of nm.
Atomistic modeling has suggested very high flow stress
under dynamic conditions in the ultra-fine grained limit
at pressures below ∼100 GPa [21, 22]. There have been
no dynamic experiments to test these predictions so far.

In order to measure dynamic plasticity and infer flow
stress under high pressure, high strain rate conditions,
we use the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities [23, 24] to
generate controlled plastic deformation, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. A Ta sample is accelerated by a planar high pres-
sure ramped pressure drive created by the high-power
lasers. The resulting RT-induced plastic flow is very sen-
sitive to average flow stress; the greater the flow stress,
the lower the amount of plastic flow (Fig. 1, right hand
side.) This technique of using RT instability to drive
solid-state plastic flow as a measure of flow stress was
first used at lower pressures with a high explosives gen-
erated drive [25]. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the ex-
perimental configuration at the Omega laser facility [26].
The applied pressure versus time (“drive”) on the sample
was created by focusing 40 laser beams at 351 nm wave-
length and 1 ns square pulse (at a total laser energy of
∼20 kJ) into a 7 mm long, 4 mm diameter cylindrical Au
radiation cavity, hohlraum, generating soft x-ray black-
body radiation at a radiation temperature of Tr ∼110 eV.
The 2 mm planar experimental package is comprised of a
plastic “drive reservoir”, a gap, the sample to be studied,
and a tamper. The rippled Ta sample also has a ∼10 µm
CH2 “heat shield” to insulate the Ta from the hot stag-

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup to infer Ta
material flow stress at high pressure and high strain rate at
the Omega laser facility, using the Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-
ity. Radiation from the hohlraum drives the reservoir/gap
configuration (not to scale) creating a ramped plasma drive
that compresses and accelerates the sample material without
shock melting. The right panel images are 2D hydrodynamic
simulations of RT-induced ripple growth; b) initial static rip-
ples; c)with strength by the Livermore multiscale model; d)
without strength . The amount of ripple growth is used to
infer dynamic flow stress of the sample: the greater the flow
stress, the lower the amount of ripple growth (plastic flow).

nating reservoir plasma. This package is attached over
a hole in the side of the hohlraum, exposing the drive
reservoir to x-ray radiation from the hohlraum interior.
The drive reservoir consisted of a beryllium ablator facing
the radiation, backed by a layer of 12.5% bromine doped
CH plastic. The x-ray radiation ablates the beryllium
foil, driving a strong shock through the CH(Br) reser-
voir which upon breakout from the back surface releases
plasma across the gap, which then ’gently’ stagnates onto
the sample, ramping up the applied pressure over time.
The characteristics of the pressure ramp were deter-

mined in separate laser shots using a line VISAR (veloc-
ity interferometer system for any reflector) diagnostic.
The VISAR measured the particle velocity on the back
surface of a thin Ta witness plate. We observed a smooth
rise in particle velocity to ∼3.2 km/s over a ∼7 ns inter-
val, corresponding to ∼130 GPa peak pressure, as shown
in Figure 2 (a), a compression ratio of ρ/ρ0 ∼1.4, and an
average strain rate of ∼ 107 s−1. The main RT growth
comes from the peak pressure where most of the acceler-
ation happens. By matching these results with a radia-
tion hydrodynamics simulation, we are able to infer the
releasing reservoir plasma density, velocity, and temper-
ature profiles just prior to impacting the sample [27, 28].
The evolution of the simulated sample temperature and
the corresponding melting temperature as the pressure in
the Ta increases are shown in Figure 2 (b) showing that
our Ta sample stays below the melting temperature with
a margin of a factor of ∼5.
The ripple growth is experimentally determined by

face-on, in-flight, point projection radiography using a
22 keV x-ray pulse created by directing an axillary,
high-intensity, short pulse laser [29] onto a silver foil
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FIG. 2. (a) The simulated pressure history on the Ta target
sample using a ramped plasma drive; (b) Simulated sample
temperature history indicates that the sample stays well be-
low the melting temperature during our experiment.

FIG. 3. Examples of face-on radiography of RT-induced ripple
growth in the Ta sample at 40, 55 and 75 ns after the start of
the drive laser.

located outside the hohlraum and opposite the experi-
mental package. Examples of raw face-on radiographs
at 40, 55, and 75 ns delay times are shown in Fig-
ure 3. The RT instability causes ripple “bubbles” of
low density reservoir and CH2 heat shield fluid to pen-
etrate into the Ta increasing the contrast between the
peaks and valleys as they develop in time. For each im-
age we define a growth factor (the factor by which the
rippled amplitude has increased while driven), GF , as:
GF = (ρ∆Z)driven/{(ρ0∆Z0)undriven)MTF}, where, ρ0
and ∆Z0 are the initial pre-shot density and ripple am-
plitude, ρ∆Z is the measured areal density determined
from the radiograph, and MTF is the modulation trans-
fer function which quantifies the backlighter diagnostic
spatial resolution. The areal density and the MTF are
calibrated with in-situ step filters and Au knife-edge tar-
gets which are visible at the top of each radiograph. The
error on the experimental GF is ±18%.
The bcc (body-centered-cubic) Ta samples had sub-

strate thicknesses between 30 to 60 µm, with ripple wave-
lengths of 50, 100 and 150 µm and ripple amplitudes of
2.0 to 2.5 µm. The polycrystalline samples were fabri-
cated with three different average grain sizes, 0.25±0.19,
16±6 and 92±57 µm. The smallest grain sized sam-
ple was made by sputtering and the others by wrought
processing [30]. We also tested [100] and [111] single

FIG. 4. Electron microscope plan view images of the Ta sam-
ples used for this experiment: sputtered sample (left); work
hardened small-grain sample (middle); work hardened large-
grain sample (right). The average grain sizes were 0.25±0.19
µm, 15.8±6.4 µm and 92±57 µm, respectively.

crystal Ta samples. The ripple pattern was imprinted
on the surface by coining using a diamond-turned ma-
chined dye. The samples were characterized with Elec-
tron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD), chemical analysis,
electron microscopy, and indentation methods. Figure
4 shows electron microscopy images of the three sam-
ples in plan view; grain size distributions from EBSD
are also shown. The grains are predominantly oriented
as [111] in the out-of-plane direction. The hardnesses of
the three Ta samples were determined by averaging over
multiple 1 um deep Berkovich indentations in the flat
region outside the coined ripple pattern, giving for the
sputtered, small-grained, and large-grained samples 3.96
± 0.25 GPa, 3.12 ± 0.18 GPa, and 2.04 ± 0.16 GPa, re-
spectively. As expected at static ambient conditions, the
samples with smaller grain size show markedly higher
hardness (roughly flow stress after 8-10% plastic strain),
consistent with the Hall-Petch effect.

More than 30 laser shots were taken at different ripple
wavelengths, backlighter delay times, Ta sample thick-
nesses, and Ta grain sizes. The resulting measured GFs
as a function of the delay times are shown in Figure 5. To
account for variations in target sample thickness, drive
laser energy, backlighter delay, and ripple wavelength, we
plot GF versus the quantity (s/λ)1/2, where λ is the rip-
ple wavelength, and s the distance-traveled. The quan-
tity (s/λ)1/2 is proportional to the classical RT GF in
the linear regime [31]. The 2-D ARES hydrodynamics
simulation [32] was then used to predict the ripple GFs
shown in the plot assuming various models of flow stress.
The conventional constitutive models of Preston-Tonks-
Wallace (PTW) [33], Steinberg-Guinan (SG) [34] and
Steinberg-Lund (SL) [35] are seen to under-predict the Ta
flow stress at these pressures and strain rates whereas the
predictions of the Livermore Multiscale Strength (LMS)
model [13, 14] match the data well. The LMS model
connects atomistic level behavior to the continuum level
plastic flow by linking density functional theory, molecu-
lar dynamics, dislocation dynamics and continuum simu-
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FIG. 5. Measured GF (points) compared with 2D simula-
tions using different flow stress models referenced in the text
(curves). The Livermore Multiscale Model (LMS) agrees well
with the data.

lations to model flow stress as a function of P, T, ǫ, and ǫ̇.
The LMS model gives a peak average flow stress ∼6 GPa
(von Mises stress) at these pressures and strain rates,
which is a factor of ∼8 higher than the Ta ambient flow
stress of 0.8 GPa.

Our GF measurements are converted to flow stress by
the LMS simulation results that match our measured
GF values. Figure 6 shows the resulting flow stress val-
ues plotted against D−1/2 along with other experimen-
tal data for Ta, steel and vanadium from conventional
low pressure experiments and static Hall-Petch curves
based on literature values of the Hall-Petch coefficients
[19]. Also plotted (green dot-dash curve) is the prediction
of the Zerilli-Armstrong (Z-A) mode;, where we added
pressure hardening (via scaling with the shear modu-
lus) [20] and the grain size contribution as an additive,
rate-independent term assuming representative values of
P, T, ǫ, and ǫ̇. The ZA model underpredicts the strength
by a factor of 2.5 for the larger grain samples. This dis-
crepancy is partially due to the model undepredicting the
strain rate hardening. When we add 3000 MPa beyond
the ZA model, we find that our data are marginally con-
sistent with the H-P effect within the error bars, although
a grain size-independent strength is in better agreement.
Our data and simulations show that the pressure and
strain rate hardening dominate over the grain size effect
at these high pressures and strain rates.

To understand this lack of sensitivity of flow stress to
grain size at high pressures and high strain rates, we
turn to a microscopic analysis of the plastic flow. While
the Hall-Petch effect in yield stress is often explained
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FIG. 6. Flow stress vs. D−1/2, where D is the average
grain size. The Red-square points are data from this ex-
periment; the other points are static measurements by oth-
ers. The static Hall-Petch (H-P) curves were calculated us-
ing the coefficients from [19] for Ta (solid-black), steel (dot-
dot-dash-orange), and vanadium (dot-dash-purple). The dot-
dash-green line is a dynamic Hall-Petch curve calculated with
the Zerilli-Armstrong model assuming representative values
of P, T, ǫ, and ǫ̇. Our data show that the grain size effect is
small at high-pressure and high-strain rate conditions.

in terms of grain boundary resistance and dislocation
pile-ups, the Hall-Petch effect in flow stress has been ex-
plained in terms of the generation of additional dislo-
cation density to maintain compatibility in polycrystals
during plastic deformation [19]. To calculate the effect
of grain size in a simple model, we assume that grains
oriented differently deform differently under stress while
maintaining grain compatibility. Geometrically neces-
sary dislocations (GND) form as a result of plastic de-
formations at the grain boundaries to prevent the grains
from overlapping or separating to form a crack [36]. The
GND-based addition to the dislocation density, ρGND,
adds to the strain rate dependent dislocation density,
ρLMS , in the Taylor hardening term of the LMS model
of flow stress: σ ≈ Gb

√
ρLMS + ρGND, where G is the

shear modulus, and b the Burgers vector. For these high
rate conditions, we can approximate the LMS disloca-
tion density as the saturation density, ρsat, so the Taylor
hardening term becomes σ ≈ Gb

√
ρsat + ρGND. We now

compare the magnitudes of ρsat and ρGND. The ρsat
can be expressed as ≈ ρs0ǫ̇

n where ρs0 is the initial dis-
location density, ǫ̇ is the strain rate and n is 0.59 for
Ta [13, 14]. The ρGND can be expressed as ≈ ǫ/(4bD),
where ǫ is the plastic strain, and b is Burgers vector,
and D is the grain size. Taking representative values
of ǫ= 0.25, b=2.86 Å, P ∼100 GPa and ǫ̇ ∼ 107 s−1,
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we find ρGND(≈ (2.2× 1010cm−2)/D(µm)) < ρsat(≈
1.5 × 1011cm−2) showing that the GND contribution to
dislocation density coming from polycrystalline compat-
ibility is only ∼ 15%/D (with D in µm) of the grain-size
independent dislocation density. Hence the flow stress
increase from the GND dislocation densities is small for
the samples that we studied. The resulting flow stress
after taking into account the GND dislocation density
term is plotted in Figure 6 as the solid blue curve indi-
cating that the grain-size dependence is small compared
to the rate-dominated, grain-size independent, part of
the flow stress. Our results suggest that the strain rates
would need to be lower or the grain sizes would have to
be <100 nm to generate observable effects in our exper-
iments. For such small grain sizes, different mechanisms
might emerge, such as grain rotation in the inverse Hall-
Petch regime [2, 37].

In summary we have developed a novel laser-driven
ramp compression RT technique to determine the effect
of grain size on material flow stress in Ta at ∼130 GPa
and ∼ 107 s−1 peak average pressure and strain rates.
Under these conditions of high pressure and high strain
rate, that there is no significant flow stress difference in
samples with grain sizes ranging from 0.25 to 92 µm,
despite the fact that grain size has an observed D−1/2

contribution to flow stress in conventional hardness tests
at ambient conditions. We conclude that the inferred
flow stress is mainly due to work hardening, strain-rate
hardening, and pressure hardening, with the grain size
effects being too small to be observed experimentally at
these pressures and strain rates.

This work was performed under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under Contract No. DE-AC52-
07NA27344.
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